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Introduction
Fisher German is required to publish an annual 
statement in accordance with Section 54 
(Transparency in Supply Chains) of the Modern 
Slavery Act 2015 to set out what actions the 
business has taken during the financial year to 
ensure that modern slavery has not taken place 
within either the business directly, or within supply 
chains.

Fisher German is fully committed to ensuring that 
policies and measures are in place throughout 
the business to both reduce risk and help towards 
eradicating modern slavery, especially within the UK.  

This is Fisher German’s seventh modern slavery 
statement and refers to the financial year ending 31 
March 2021. It sets out the actions taken to reduce 
risk within all parts of the business, both internally 
and externally, including our processes of managing 
contractors on behalf of our clients.

Modern slavery is the severe exploitation of other 
people for personal or commercial gain and is 
all around us, but often just out of sight. We all 
therefore have a responsibility to be alert to any 
risk, however small, and we commit to training our 
colleagues in what to look out for so that they may 
be more aware and able to report any concerns at 
the earliest stage.

Fisher German is committed to working to the 
highest ethical standards and complying with all 
laws, regulations and rules relevant to our business. 
Our reputation is paramount and we take our 
corporate and social responsibilities very seriously. 
This is embodied in our vision:

Fisher German fully accepts and recognises the 
importance of both assessing and dealing with the 
risk of Modern Slavery and also the impact it has 
on individuals and businesses. We have therefore 
invested in external specialist assistance to ensure 
that all of our legal obligations are met in full. This 
will also ensure that our processes and policies are 
reviewed and amended where necessary and are 
robust so that any risk of modern slavery remains 
low at all times.    



Fisher German is a national multi-disciplinary service 
provider that provides professional services in the form 
of surveying and town planning to its clients. We have a 
national network of 26 offices and circa 600 personnel 
across the United Kingdom. 

Fisher German’s supply chain predominantly comprises 
professional services firms such as solicitors, 
accountants, other surveying firms, suppliers of business 
products and/or services and people with a trade.

On 1 April 2021 we concluded the mutually beneficial 
merger of Fisher German and Vine Property Management 
by combining our operations and rebranding as Fisher 
German.

With the addition of 100 new colleagues and 10 offices 
from Vine Property Management, Fisher German now 
has a national presence from Glasgow to Exeter. We 
have recently aligned our internal structure to recognise 
this, moving away from regional reporting to focus on 
the operational delivery of our four key business areas: 
Advisory Services, Agency, Infrastructure Services, and 
Property Management & Consultancy.

We provide a number of professional services within the 
following sectors: Commercial, Development, Residential, 
Rural, Sustainable Energy and Utilities & Infrastructure.
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Our business and supply chains

Our strong people culture is happy, vibrant and creative. 
We have a long track record of working collaboratively in 
partnership with others and we have established long term 
relationships with our clients, stakeholders and preferred 
partners which are very important to us.

The company will not support or 
deal with any business knowingly 
involved in slavery, human trafficking 
or exploitation. We check that all our 
suppliers operate fair and ethical 
workplaces, where workers are treated 
with dignity and respect and the highest 
standards of human rights are upheld.

Our strong people culture is 
happy, vibrant and creative.



Policies and 
procedures
Our Modern Slavery Policy commits us to ensuring that 
there is complete transparency within our own business 
and also throughout our supply chain in our approach to 
tackling modern slavery. 

The policy applies to all persons working for us, or on our 
behalf of in any capacity, including partners, consultant 
partners, directors, workers and employees at any level, 
agency workers, those on secondment, volunteers, 
agents, contractors, external consultants, third party 
representatives and business partners.

All personnel and stakeholders are made aware of 
the policy, which is managed by our HR department. 
Breaches of the policy will be dealt with accordingly 
either via disciplinary action or by terminating existing 
relationships.

Fisher German has a Whistleblowing Policy which is 
overseen by our Leadership Team. All personnel are 
encouraged to report suspected wrongdoing as soon 
as possible in the knowledge that their concerns will 
be taken seriously and investigated, and that their 
confidentiality will be fully respected.

We encourage openness, have a dedicated 
Whistleblowing Officer and will support personnel who 
raise genuine concerns in good faith even if they turn out 
to be mistaken. 

Our Environment, Social & Governance Policy commits 
us to being a responsible business that meets the 
highest standards of ethics and professionalism in line 
with ISO 26000 standards for social responsibility and 
sustainable development.

We are also committed to further identifying our target 
goals in line with the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals.

Fisher German has a robust Recruitment process, 
designed to ensure that all prospective employees are 
entitled to work in the UK. Fisher German uses the 
services of an external document checker with human 
expertise on checking and industry leading technology to 
ensure we have compliant and consistent right to work 
checks. This is in addition to our internal manual checks.

All those who we engage with externally will go through 
our supplier approval process prior to any contract being 
approved. We are currently reviewing this process to 
ensure that we ask about how these businesses mitigate 
the risk of modern slavery and how we as the hirer can 
evidence this prior to approval to ensure our business 
risk remains low. 



Awareness and training on 
Modern Slavery
Fisher German has an annual eLearning cycle 
which all employees must undertake, which 
includes a mandatory module on Modern 
Slavery. This is monitored on a monthly basis 
and those that have not undertaken the module 
for that month are sanctioned. All areas are 
tested with a pass mark that must be achieved 
by each individual. 

We recognise the importance of all personnel at 
all levels being able to spot the signs of modern 
slavery and then knowing how to deal with any 
issue correctly and without putting any individual 
at further risk.

Fisher German therefore intend to review our 
existing training and consider how we can 
expand this to all levels of the business.

We will also ensure that our personnel are made 
fully aware of organisations that can help victims 
of modern slavery and make available links to 
material that can assist individuals subjected to 
this crime, as per the example below.

Help for adult victims of Modern Slavery     

Although at present we consider our risk of 
encountering modern slavery within our business 
is low we cannot be complacent about our actions 
and processes. 

Modern Slavery can happen anytime and anywhere. 
If discovered or suspected it is important that 
we have a robust process in place to deal with it 

and that our personnel are trained to deal with it 
efficiently and effectively.

Fisher German now has an incident process policy 
in order to ensure that we have clear guidance 
about what to do in the event of an actual or 
suspected case of modern slavery.

We have an annual eLearning cycle 
which all employees must undertake

10. Establish the facts (with permission)
11. Maintain accurate records and 

action taken

12. Based on the facts 
established, assess any 

immediate risk

Seek further help from the police/GLAA
IF URGENT DIAL 999 or call
The Modern Slavery Helpine 

08000 121 7000

1. Ensure the victims’ safety
2. Relocate to a safe location
3. Reassure and offer support

4. Escalate to management
5. Advise senior individuals 

within the business (HR)
6. Provide accurate details of 

the incident 

7. Confirm and agree responsibilities
8. Allocate lead/welfare officer

9. Allocate recording officer and 
ensure all action is recorded accurately

Fisher German incident process



We are committed to  our processes 
and ensuring risk remains low

Ensure that our Modern Slavery Policy is cascaded to all personnel within 
the business both internally and externally 

This statement was reviewed and approved by the members of Fisher German LLP on 

26 July 2021

The statement will be reviewed and published annually.

Signed

Andrew Bridge
Managing Partner
For and on behalf of Fisher German

Revise our existing supplier approval process to incorporate 
evidence around modern slavery prevention

Review our existing induction in relation to modern slavery to ensure all 
employees receive some awareness training on how to spot the signs

Review and revise our incident process to ensure we have clear guidance 
and an assigned lead for any issue

Ensure all personnel are made aware of the incident process and how to 
deal with any actual or suspected issue of modern slavery

Aims and objectives 2021/22
Fisher German will commit to reviewing all existing processes and policies in relation to modern slavery to ensure 
that the risk remains low throughout the business and supply chains. We intend to implement the following:


